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ジオスペース探査ERGプロジェクト
ERG project
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The ERG (Exploration of energization and Radiation in Geospace) is Japanese geospace exploration project. The project fo-
cuses on relativistic electron acceleration mechanism of the outer belt in the context of the cross-energy coupling via wave-particle
interactions. The project consists of the satellite observation team, the ground-based network observation team, and integrated-
data analysis/simulation team. The ERG satellite will be launched in FY2015. Comprehensive instruments for plasma/particles,
and field/waves are installed in the ERG satellite to understand the cross-energy coupling system. In the ERG project, several
ground-network teams join; magnetometer networks, radar networks, optical imager networks, etc. Cooperative observations
between the in-situ satellite and ground-based observations are important. Some simulation codes including both macro-scale
phenomena and micro-physics are developed in Japan, which are very helpful quantitatively to understand the observational
results and to incorporate the observations. In this presentation, the overview of the projects will be presented and possible
collaborations with other geospace satellite missions as well as the ground-based observations will be discussed.

キーワード: ERGプロジェクト,内部磁気圏,将来計画
Keywords: ERG project, inner magnetosphere, future mission
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PEM04-02 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 11:15-11:35

磁気圏擾乱に伴う磁気異常帯での超高層大気現象
Upper Atmosphere phenomena in Geomagnetic Anomaly Region in association with
Magnetosphere Disturbances

巻田和男 1∗

MAKITA, Kazuo1∗

1 拓殖大学
1Takushoku University

Since 1999, we continuously study/observe upper atmosphere phenomena in Geomagnetic Anomaly Region (South Atlantic
Anomaly: SAA) by using several equipments and obtained several interesting results. We show several remarkable phenomena
in SAA on the basis of imaging riometer data and CCD imager data obtained at Southern Space Observatory (SSO; 29.4S, 307E)
in Brazil and other stations.

(1) Particle precipitation in SAA seems to be related with polar disturbances. From imaging riometer data, enhancement of
Cosmic Noise Absorption (CNA) occurs simultaneously with magnetic disturbances in polar region. On the other hand, CNA at
Kakioka imaging riometer can be also seen during polar disturbance (not so frequently observed). It may suggest that particle
precipitations are occurred in association with substorm at Kakioka as well as SAA.

(2) In sometimes, strong CNA is observed in association with sharply decreasing of electron flux (GOES satellite data) after
moderate polar disturbance period. It may indicate that injection and drifting of electrons after polar disturbances precipitate in
SAA during this period.

(3) It is well known that VLF waves trigger precipitation of radiation belt particles.
Although the longitudinal difference is 94 degrees (6 hours local times) between Syowa Station, Antarctica and SSO, CNA

at SSO is nearly simultaneously observed with VLF emissions at Syowa Station. It may suggest that particles are more easily
precipitating and observed in SAA through the wave particle interactions in radiation belt.

(4) Static multiple bands are singularly observed at SSO. The characteristics of static multiple bands are different from atmo-
spheric gravity waves. They are fixed at the ground and rotate with earth rotation. This phenomena is very seldom and looks like
occurs in winter season. The luminosity of these phenomena are not clear but less than 150R like airglow level..

We almost finished to construct South America Riometer Network (SARINET; 7 stations) and hope to collect data continu-
ously during one solar cycle.

キーワード: 南大西洋磁気異常,宇宙雑音吸収,イメージングリオメータ,放射線帯,大気光
Keywords: South Atlantic Geomagnetic Anomaly, Cosmic noise absorption, Imaging riometer, Radiation belt, Airglow
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PEM04-03 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 11:35-11:55

Loss of geosynchronous relativistic electrons by EMIC waves during quiet geomagnetic
conditions
Loss of geosynchronous relativistic electrons by EMIC waves during quiet geomagnetic
conditions

KIM, Khan-hyuk1∗ ; HYUN, Kiho1 ; LEE, Ensang1 ; LEE, Dong-hun1

KIM, Khan-hyuk1∗ ; HYUN, Kiho1 ; LEE, Ensang1 ; LEE, Dong-hun1

1School of Space Research, Kyung Hee University, Gyeonggi, Korea.
1School of Space Research, Kyung Hee University, Gyeonggi, Korea.

We have examined relativistic electron flux losses at geosynchronous orbit under quiet geomagnetic conditions. Two 3-day
periods, from 11 to 13 October and from 29 November to 1 December, in 2007 were chosen for analysis because geomagnetic
conditions were very quiet (3-day average of Kp<1) and significant losses of geosynchronous relativistic electrons were ob-
served. During both intervals, there were no geomagnetic storm activities. Thus, the loss processes associated with geomagnetic
field modulations caused by ring current buildup can be excluded. The flux of geosynchronous relativistic electrons with energy
>2 Mev shows typical diurnal variations with a maximum near noon and a minimum near midnight for each day. The flux level
of the daily variation gradually decreased from first day to third day for each 3-day period. The total magnetic field strength (Bt),
however, is relatively constant for each day. Unlike electron flux decreases, the flux of protons with energy between 0.8 and 4
MeV adiabatically responses to the daily variation of Bt. That is, there is no significant decrease of the proton flux when the
electron flux decreases. During both 3-day periods, well-defined electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves were detected at
geosynchronous spacecraft. Low-altitude polar orbiting spacecraft observed the precipitation of energetic electrons and protons
in the interval of EMIC waves enhancement. From these observations, we suggest that the EMIC waves are a major factor to
control the electron flux decrease under quiet geomagnetic conditions.

キーワード: Relativistic electron flux, geosynchronous orbit, EMIC waves
Keywords: Relativistic electron flux, geosynchronous orbit, EMIC waves
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PEM04-04 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 11:55-12:10

Characteristics of dayside SAPS structures observed by the SuperDARN Hokkaido radar
Characteristics of dayside SAPS structures observed by the SuperDARN Hokkaido radar

西谷望 1∗ ;堀智昭 1 ;永野浩貴 1

NISHITANI, Nozomu1∗ ; HORI, Tomoaki1 ; NAGANO, Hiroki1

1Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University
1Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University

Sub-Auroral Polarization Streams (SAPS) are intense westward ionospheric flows in the subauroral ionosphere, and considered
to be generated as a result of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling during relatively disturbed periods. SAPSs are usually located
in the evening to midnight sector, but occasionally it extends to earlier magnetic local times close to local noon. Owing to
limitation of the observation techniques, no detailed studies of its local time extent have been made so far. In this study we use
the data from the SuperDARN Hokkaido radar, one of the midlatitude SuperDARN radars located at the lowest geomagnetic
latitude, to discuss the detailed characteristics of dayside SAPS, with focus on their relation to solar wind and geomagnetic
parameters.

キーワード: dayside, SAPS, SuperDARN, Hokkaido radar, magnetosphere, ionosphere
Keywords: dayside, SAPS, SuperDARN, Hokkaido radar, magnetosphere, ionosphere
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PEM04-05 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 12:10-12:25

Pc3-4によるEMIC波動振幅の増幅
Amplification of EMIC waves by Pc3-4 waves

野村麗子 1∗ ;桂華邦裕 2 ;寺本万里子 4 ; Kletzing Craig3

NOMURA, Reiko1∗ ; KEIKA, Kunihiro2 ; TERAMOTO, Mariko4 ; KLETZING, Craig3

1IGEP, TU Braunschweig,2 名古屋大学太陽地球環境研究所, 3 宇宙航空研究開発機構　宇宙科学研究所, 4Department of
Physics and Astronomy, The University of Iowa
1IGEP, TU Braunschweig,2Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University,3Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency,
4Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Iowa

Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) wave is one of the key phenomena for the dynamics of high energy electrons in the
radiation belt, since EMIC waves can scatter particles and make them precipitate into the ionosphere from the inner magneto-
sphere. The EMFSIS of Van Allen Probes observed the proton-band EMIC wave with the frequencies 2-6Hz at∼3RE in the
GSM coordinates at 1110-1140UT on 29 June 2013. It was during the recovery phase of the magnetic storm started on 27 June.
This event has significant enhancements of wave amplitudes up to∼10nT at 1123 and 1130UT. At these times, the magnetic field
variations in the Pc3-4 range are also observed. We present the relation between amplitudes of EMIC waves and Pc3-4 wave
occurrences, and discuss the amplification mechanism of EMIC waves by ULF waves with longer periods.
Keywords: EMIC waves, Pc3-4
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PEM04-06 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 12:25-12:40

Study of Pc1 pearl structures observed at multi-point ground stations at Russia, Japan and
Canada
Study of Pc1 pearl structures observed at multi-point ground stations at Russia, Japan and
Canada
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We have investigated possible generation mechanisms of pearl structures of Pc1 geomagnetic pulsations using ground-based
multi-point induction magnetometers at Athabasca in Canada, at Magadan in Russia and at Moshiri in Japan. During 3-years
of observation (January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2011), we found two Pc1 pulsations with similar dynamic spectrum shapes at
three stations simultaneously. For the case 1, which occurred on April 8, 2010, Pc1 pulsations were clearly identified at the three
stations in the frequency range of 0.4 to 1.2 Hz. Coherence between the two stations was high (r>0.8). The cross-correlation
of the upper envelope of Pc1 waves between the ATH and the MGD, which indicates amplitude modulation of Pc1 due to pearl
structures, was also high (r>0.8). In some time interval during the case 1, however, correlation decreased down to 0.5. The case
2 occurred on April 11, 2010 in the frequency range of 0.2 to 0.8 Hz showed that the coherence and cross-correlation between
ATH and MGD were both high (r>0.8) throughout the event. The high coherence indicates that the Pc1 pulsations observed at
these different stations were propagated from the same source region. However, in case 1, the Pc1 pearl structures were slightly
different for different stations. The case 1 showed polarization angle variation depending on frequencies, while the case 2 does
not show such dependence, suggesting that the case 1 has a spatially-distributed ionospheric source at high latitudes. In order
to understand these different features of Pc1 pearl structures, we made two model calculations of Pc1 peal structures under the
different conditions. One model is that the Pc1 waves come from a north-south extended ionospheric source region with slightly
different frequencies at different latitudes. This source distribution, causes the Pc1 pearl structure by beating during the duct
propagation in the ionosphere. The other model is that the Pc1 waves with different frequencies are mixed at the point source in
the ionosphere, assuming that the pearl structures were already made in the magnetosphere. The Pc1 from the point source shows
an identical waveform among the different stations. On the other hand, the Pc1 from distributed source region shows slightly
different waveforms at different stations. This result suggests that the distributed source region is able to create the different Pc1
pearl structures at different stations through the beating, as observed for the case 1. We conclude that the Pc1 pearl structures are
created by both magnetospheric processes and ionospheric beating processes before they reach the ground-based magnetometer
at low latitudes.

キーワード: Pc1 pulsation, Pearl structures, multi-point ground observations
Keywords: Pc1 pulsation, Pearl structures, multi-point ground observations
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PEM04-07 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 14:15-14:35

Gradual Diffusion and Punctuated Enhancements of Highly Relativistic Electrons: Van
Allen Probes Observations
Gradual Diffusion and Punctuated Enhancements of Highly Relativistic Electrons: Van
Allen Probes Observations

BAKER, Daniel N.1∗

BAKER, Daniel N.1∗

1University of Colorado Boulder
1University of Colorado Boulder

The dual-spacecraft Van Allen Probes mission has provided a new window into megaelectron Volt (MeV) particle dynamics
in the Earth′ s radiation belts. Observations (up to E ˜10 MeV) show clearly the behavior of the outer electron radiation belt
at different time scales: months-long periods of gradual inward radial diffusive transport and weak loss being punctuated by
dramatic flux changes driven by strong solar wind transient events. Analysis of multi-MeV electron flux and phase space density
(PSD) changes during March 2013 are presented in the context of the first year of Van Allen Probes operation. This March
period demonstrates the classic signatures both of inward radial diffusive energization as well as abrupt localized acceleration
deep within the outer Van Allen zone (L ˜4.0±0.5). This reveals graphically that both″ competing″mechanisms of multi-MeV
electron energization are at play in the radiation belts, often acting almost concurrently or at least in very rapid succession. It also
shows in remarkable ways how the coldest plasmas in the magnetosphere intimately control the most highly energetic particles.

キーワード: Van Allen Probes, Radiation belts, Solar wind, Electron energization
Keywords: Van Allen Probes, Radiation belts, Solar wind, Electron energization
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PEM04-08 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 14:35-14:55

Particle Acceleration in Kinetic Eigenmodes from the Van Allen Probes
Particle Acceleration in Kinetic Eigenmodes from the Van Allen Probes
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ALD, Elizabeth6
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The Van Allen Probes have revealed the presence of a broad spectrum of narrow scale Alfvén eigenmodes in the inner mag-
netosphere during geomagnetic storms. Here we use observations from the Van Allen Probes to build a reduced MHD model
for these waves in a dipolar geomagnetic field. This model is then used to explore the manner through which particles may be
accelerated in these wavefields. Test particle simulations show that the narrow perpendicular scale and parallel electric fields
carried by these waves lead to the violation of the 1st and 2nd adiabatic invariants for ions. This can drive the heating of the
thermal ion population to multi-keV temperatures and the acceleration of a small fraction of these particles to energies exceeding
100 keV. This process has obvious implications for the storm time ring current, but also for the acceleration/loss of radiation belt
electrons.

キーワード: Particle acceleration, Alfven waves, van allen probes, field lines resonances, ring current, radiation belts
Keywords: Particle acceleration, Alfven waves, van allen probes, field lines resonances, ring current, radiation belts
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PEM04-09 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 14:55-15:10

Van Allen Probes衛星による内部磁気圏での酸素イオントーラスの観測
Van Allen Probes observations of oxygen torus in the inner magnetosphere

能勢正仁 1∗ ;桂華邦裕 2 ; Kletzing C. A.3 ; Smith C. W.4 ; MacDowall R. J.5 ; Kurth W. S.3 ; De Pascuale S.3
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The oxygen torus is found in the deep inner magnetosphere as enhancements of O+ ion density in a limited L range. It
was first reported by Chappell [1982] who used the DE-1/RIMS instrument. Horwitz et al. [1984, 1986] showed that the O+

density sometimes becomes comparable to or exceeds the H+ density at L=3-4. Following studies revealed that the oxygen
torus is observed just inside the plasmasphere at all local time with higher occurrence frequency in the late evening and morning
sectors. A recent study by Nosé et al. [2010] cast a new light on the oxygen torus as a one of essential factors of O+-rich
ring current generation. They proposed that thermal O+ ions preexisting in the oxygen torus are locally and nonadiabatically
accelerated by fluctuations associated with dipolarization in the deep inner magnetosphere and contribute to ring current O+ ions.
Therefore investigation of the oxygen torus is important to understand the dynamics of ions of ionospheric origin in the inner
magnetosphere.

We study the oxygen torus, using the magnetic field and plasma wave data obtained by the Electric and Magnetic Field
Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) instrument onboard the Van Allen Probes. We examine a few events on the
dawnside in which toroidal standing Alfven waves appear clearly. From the frequency of the toroidal waves, the magnetospheric
local mass density (ρ) is estimated by solving the MHD wave equation for realistic models of the magnetic field and the field line
mass distribution. We also estimate the local electron number density (ne) from the plasma wave spectrograms by identifying
narrow-band emission at the upper-hybrid resonance frequency. Assuming the quasi-neutral condition of plasma, we infer the
local average ion mass (M ) by ρ/ne. It is found that M is generally less than 4 amu in the plasma trough, while it shows an
enhancement of>6 amu near the plasmapause. This indicates an existence of the oxygen torus in the vicinity of the plasmapause.
We will present the result and discuss possible formation mechanisms of the oxygen torus. Possible contribution of the oxygen
torus to the formation of the O+-rich ring current will be also discussed.
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PEM04-10 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 15:10-15:25

Akebono observations of EMIC waves in the slot region of the radiation belts
Akebono observations of EMIC waves in the slot region of the radiation belts
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SAKAGUCHI, Kaori1∗ ; KASAHARA, Yoshiya2 ; SHOJI, Masafumi3 ; OMURA, Yoshiharu4 ; MIYOSHI, Yoshizumi3 ; NA-
GATSUMA, Tsutomu1 ; KUMAMOTO, Atsushi5 ; MATSUOKA, Ayako6

1情報通信研究機構, 2金沢大学総合メディア基盤センター, 3名古屋大学太陽地球環境研究所, 4京都大学生存圏研究所, 5

東北大学大学院理学研究科地球物理学専攻, 6 宇宙航空研究開発機構　宇宙科学研究所
1National Institute of Information and Communications Technology,2Information Media Center, Kanazawa University,3Solar-
Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University,4Reserach Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere, Kyoto University,
5Department of Geophysics, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University,6Institute of Space and Astronautical Science,
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

We present a unique observation of electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves in the deep inner magnetosphere at L = 2.5-5
made by the Akebono satellite at altitudes of 3,300-8,700 km. The mode conversion, i.e., L mode (He+ band)→R mode (He+
band)→L mode (O+ band) was clearly identified from the equator to high latitudes. In addition, we found rising tone struc-
tures, recently identified as EMIC triggered emissions, which could lead to bursty precipitation of relativistic electrons. First, we
estimated the ion composition ratio (H+, He+, O+) = (83%, 16%, 1%) from polarization analysis. Second, we estimated mini-
mum resonant electron energies with the observed EMIC waves and triggered emissions to be 1?10 MeV. The satellite trajectory
during the wave observation was primarily through the slot region of electron radiation belts. The collocation implies possible
contribution of EMIC waves to formation of the slot region of radiation belts after a magnetic storm.
Keywords: EMIC wave, slot region of the radiation belt, mode conversion, triggered emission, ion compotision ratio, Akebono
satellite
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PEM04-11 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 15:25-15:40

サブストーム発生時のプラズマシートにおける酸素イオンの加速と輸送過程
Oxygen ion acceleration and transport in the near-Earth plasma sheet during an isolated
substorm

中山洋平 1∗ ;海老原祐輔 1 ;田中高史 2

NAKAYAMA, Yohei 1∗ ; EBIHARA, Yusuke1 ; TANAKA, Takashi2

1 京都大学生存圏研究所, 2 九州大学　宙空環境研究センター
1Research Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere (RISH), Kyoto university,2SERC, Kyushu University

Rapid enhancements of energetic ions during a substorm are one of the unsolved issues in the inner magnetospheric research
(<7 Re). Previously, two distinct processes have been suggested to explain the enhancements. The first one is transport from the
near-earth plasma sheet, and the other one is local acceleration. To test the both process, we performed test particle simulation
under the electric and magnetic fields that are self-consistently obtained by the global MHD simulation developed by Tanaka
et al. (2010, JGR). Oxygen ions are released in the lobe region with an interval of 1 minutes. The distribution function in the
lobe is assumed to be drifting Maxwellian. The temperature is assumed to be 20 eV, the density is 105 cm-3, and the parallel
velocity is given by the MHD simulation. In total, a few hundreds of millions of particles are traced. Each test particle carries the
real number of particles in accordance with the Liouville theorem. After tracing particles, we reconstruct 6-dimensional phase
space density of the oxygen ions, as well as the directional differential number flux so as to be able to make a direct comparison
with in-situ satellite observations. Just after a substorm onset, the differential flux of the ions is rapidly enhanced in the energy
range from 50 to 150 keV at radial distance R greater than 7 on the nightside in the equatorial plane. The region of the enhanced
flux propagates duskward, then to dayside because of grad-B and curvature drift of the ions. We also plotted energy versus time
spectrograms of the differential flux at a fixed position to make a direct comparison with the CRRES satellite observation. At
7.2 Re and at 22.4 MLT, the ion flux is suddenly enhanced about 10 minutes after the onset. The enhancement appears first at
120 keV, followed by lower energy as time proceeds. The energy-time dispersion is similar to that observed by CRRES [Fu et
al., 2002]. The steepness of the energy-time dispersion depends on the source location of the ions. After a while, a high energy
ion flux appears first, followed by that at lower energies. This is a called a drift echo, arising from the ions that encircled the
Earth by the grad-B and curvature drift. We will discuss the acceleration processes in more detail, the role of pre-existing ions,
and the total kinetic energy of the oxygen ions and its dependence on the source distribution function in terms of the ring current
development.

Reference:
Fu, S. Y., Q. G. Zong, T. A. Fritz, Z. Y. Pu, and B. Wilken, Composition signatures in ion injections and its dependence on

geomagnetic conditions, J. Geophys. Res, 107(A10), 1299, doi:10.1029/2001JA002006, 2002.
Tanaka, T., A. Nakamizo, A. Yoshikawa, S Fujita, H. Shinagawa, H. Shimizu, T. Kikuchi, and K. K. Hashimoto, Substorm

convection and current system deduced from the global simulation, J. Geophys. Res. 115, A05220, doi:10.1029/JA014676,
2010.
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PEM04-12 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 15:40-15:55

サブストーム時に現れる過遮蔽状態について：グローバルMHDシミュレーション
による考察
On the formation of overshielding triggered by a substorm onset: Global MHD simulation
study

海老原祐輔 1∗ ;田中高史 2 ;菊池崇 3

EBIHARA, Yusuke1∗ ; TANAKA, Takashi2 ; KIKUCHI, Takashi3

1 京都大学生存圏研究所, 2 九州大学名誉教授, 3 名古屋大学名誉教授
1RISH, Kyoto Univerisity,2Emeritus Professor, Kyushu University,3Emeritus Professor, Nagoya University

The dawn-dusk convection electric field is a significant driver of transport of charged particles in the inner magnetosphere.
When the dawn-disk convection electric field is enhanced, the ring current is developed, and the plasmasphere is shrunk. Ground-
based observations have shown that, sometimes, the polarity of the convection electric field is reversed after a substorm onset.
The presence of the dusk-dawn electric field is called an overshielding condition. Here, we demonstrate that the overshielding
condition can appear after a substorm onset on the basis of a global MHD simulation. Immediately after the substorm onset mani-
fested by a sudden decrease in the AL index and auroral brightening, the plasma pressure is enhanced in the inner magnetosphere.
The simulated magnetic field on the ground shows a negative excursion in the polar cap, a positive excursion at auroral latitudes,
and a negative excursion at sub-auroral latitudes at dusk. At noon and at equator (0 MLAT), the eastward electrojet starts to
decrease just after the onset, and the westward electrojet appears about 10 min after the onset. All these variations are consis-
tent with the observations. We discuss generation mechanisms, evolution of the overshielding condition in the ionosphere and
the magnetosphere, and the redistribution of the charged particles trapped in the inner magnetosphere during the overshielding
condition on the basis of the simulation solving drift transport equations.
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PEM04-13 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 16:15-16:30

斜め伝搬コーラス放射における非線形波動粒子相互作用
Nonlinear wave particle interactions in oblique whistler-mode chorus emissions

ナンデイビッド 2 ;大村善治 1∗

NUNN, David2 ; OMURA, Yoshiharu1∗

1 京都大学生存圏研究所, 2 サザンプトン大学
1RISH, Kyoto University,2ECS School, Southampton University

The highly nonlinear phenomena of VLF chorus and triggered VLF emissions are of great interest due to their role in electron
heating and precipitation, and are widely believed to be due to nonlinear cyclotron resonance between the narrow band wavefield
and the anisotropic energetic electron population (∼keV), the dominant mechanism being identified as nonlinear phase trapping.
Considerable advances have been made in the theory and numerical simulation by assuming parallel (ducted) propagation [Nunn
et al., 1997, 2009;Omura et al., 2008, 2009; Omura and Nunn, 2011]. Here we address the important issue of nonlinear wave
particle interaction in oblique VLF wavefields. The treatment is of necessity non self-consistent. The narrow band wavefield is
arbitrarily, but here chosen to be a CW field or a sophisticated model of a VLF chorus element based upon the theory of Omura
et al.[ 2008, 2009]. We develop the electron equations of motion and then by backward trajectory integration compute resonant
particle distribution function , resonant currents and thus local nonlinear growth rates. This may be done for any resonance order
n and any field. As shown in Omura et al. [2008] nonlinear trapping for n=1 cyclotron resonance gives rise to a phase space hole
in distribution function at the trap. Such a hole is also noted at higher order resonances (e.g. n=2) for sufficient wave amplitude
and obliquity. For n=1 we find a marked saturation effect due to adiabatic effects, growth maximising at about 25pT and 2000km
from the equator. For moderate obliquityϑ<20 degrees the n=1 resonance is relatively unaffected but growth rolls off sharply
at high obliquity. For the n=0 resonance for obliquityϑ >20 degrees nonlinear trapping may occur giving a peak in phase space
density. As trapped electrons are moving away from the equator adiabatic effects do not occur and maximum damping rates are at
∼6000kms and at obliquities∼55 degrees. For the lower band rising chorus element model maximum n=1 growth is close to the
equator, but maximum n=0 damping is found at the top of the frequency band at∼10000km downstream. Due to the coincidence
of group and resonance velocities particles may be trapped near the equator and dragged a long way before detrapping.

References
Nunn, D., Y. Omura, H. Matsumoto, I. Nagano, and S. Yagitani (1997), The numerical simulation of VLF chorus and discrete

emissions observed on the Geotail satellite using a Vlasov code, J. Geophys. Res., 102, 27,083?27,097.
Nunn, D., O. Santolik, M. Rycroft, and V. Trakhtengerts (2009), On the numerical modelling of VLF chorus dynamical spectra,

Ann. Geophys., 27, 2341?2359.
Y. Omura,Y. Katoh, and D. Summers (2008), Theory and simulation of the generation of whistler-mode chorus, J. Geophys.

Res., 113, A04223.
Y. Omura, , M. Hikishima, Y. Katoh, D. Summers, and S. Yagitani (2009), Nonlinear mechanisms of lower band and upper

band VLF chorus emissions in the magnetosphere, Journal Geophysical Research, 114, A07217.
Omura, Y., and D. Nunn (2011), Triggering process of whistler mode chorus emissions in the magnetosphere, J. Geophys.
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キーワード: ホイッスラー波,内部磁気圏,波動粒子相互作用,シミュレーション,非線形,コーラス放射
Keywords: whistler wave, wave-particle interaction, simulation, nonlinear, inner magnetosphere, chorus emissions
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PEM04-14 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 16:30-16:45

双極子磁場中でEMICトリガードエミッションによって引き起こされた相対論的電
子のマイクロバースト
Relativistic electron microbursts induced by EMIC triggered emissions in the dipole mag-
netic field

久保田結子 1∗ ;大村善治 1

KUBOTA, Yuko1∗ ; OMURA, Yoshiharu1

1 京都大学生存圏研究所
1Research Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere, Kyoto University

We perform test particle simulations of relativistic electrons interacting with electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) triggered
emissions with rising-tone frequencies. We assume that the geomagnetic field is dipole because EMIC triggered emissions and
radiation belt electrons are observed in the inner magnetosphere [1]. EMIC triggered emissions are generated by energetic
protons injected into the inner magnetosphere and drifting westwards in the longitudinal direction. We study trajectories of
relativistic electrons drifting eastwards interacting with EMIC triggered emissions over different longitudinal ranges. When rel-
ativistic electrons in the radiation belt interact with EMIC triggered emissions, some of them are trapped by a wave potential and
efficiently guided down to lower pitch angles. Repeated interactions result in scattering of relativistic electrons into the loss cone
[2]. Counting relativistic electrons which fall into the polar region, we find that half of the relativistic electrons interacting with
EMIC triggered emissions are precipitated. We derive conditions of kinetic energies and pitch angles for efficient precipitation
of relativistic electrons.

References
[1] Pickett, J. S., et al. (2010), Cluster observations of EMIC triggered emissions in association with Pc1 waves near Earth’s

plasmapause, Geophys. Res., 37, L09104.
[2] Omura, Y., and Zhao, Q., (2013), Relativistic electron microbursts due to nonlinear pitch-angle scattering by EMIC trig-

gered emissions, J.Geophys.Res., 118, 5008-5020.
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PEM04-15 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 16:45-17:00

Investigating the upper and lower energy cutoffs of EMIC-wave driven precipitation events

Investigating the upper and lower energy cutoffs of EMIC-wave driven precipitation events

HENDRY, Aaron1∗ ; RODGER, Craig1 ; CARSON, Bonar1 ; CLILVERD, Mark2 ; RAITA, Tero3

HENDRY, Aaron1∗ ; RODGER, Craig1 ; CARSON, Bonar1 ; CLILVERD, Mark2 ; RAITA, Tero3

1University of Otago, New Zealand,2British Antarctic Survey, UK,3SGO, Sodankyla, Finland
1University of Otago, New Zealand,2British Antarctic Survey, UK,3SGO, Sodankyla, Finland

For some time theoretical modelling has shown that electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves should play an important
role in the loss of relativistic electrons from the radiation belts, through precipitation of the electrons into the polar ionosphere.
However, there are limited direct experimental observations of relativistic electron precipitation occurring, despite the indirect
evidence for its importance.

Relativistic electron resonance takes place through ”anomalous resonance” where the electron overtakes the wave. Until re-
cently, it was through that EMIC wave scattering interactions were limited to electrons with energies greater than 1-2 MeV.
Recent theoretical modelling [Omura et al., JGR, 2012] has suggested that this lower limit may be as small as 100 keV when
considering EMIC waves more like those experimentally observed (i.e. non-constant frequency which ramps with time on one
second timescales). Using data from the POES satellites we confirm the presence of lower energy (<1 MeV) electron precipita-
tion most likely driven by EMIC waves.

We report on a continuing study that determines the typical flux impacting the ionospheric D-region during EMIC-driven
precipitation events, and the effect this has on ionospheric conditions. We examine a very large set of EMIC-driven electron pre-
cipitation events detected using data from the POES satellite constellation [Carson et al., JGR, 2013] and determine the typical
precipitating electron and proton fluxes.

As part of this study, we investigate the response of the MEPED instruments on-board the POES satellites to better characterise
the EMIC-driven precipitation. Using the results of a previously reported Monte-Carlo simulation of the MEPED electron and
proton telescopes [Yando et al., JGR, 2011], we characterise the typical energy range and flux for both the precipitating elec-
trons and protons observed in these events. We go on to show that such events will produce very significant D-region changes
detectable using the ground-based Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt (Dynamic) Deposition - VLF Atmospheric Research Konsor-
tium (AARDDVARK) worldwide VLF receiver network.

キーワード: EMIC waves, electron precipitation, POES spacecraft, AARDDVARK, radiation belts, particle precipitation
Keywords: EMIC waves, electron precipitation, POES spacecraft, AARDDVARK, radiation belts, particle precipitation
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PEM04-16 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 17:00-17:15

Plasmaspheric Content as Revealed by Spaceborne GPS Observations
Plasmaspheric Content as Revealed by Spaceborne GPS Observations

TSAI, Ho-fang1∗ ; CHOU, Min-yang1 ; CHEN, Chao-yen2 ; LIN, Charles1 ; LIU, Jann-yenq2

TSAI, Ho-fang1∗ ; CHOU, Min-yang1 ; CHEN, Chao-yen2 ; LIN, Charles1 ; LIU, Jann-yenq2

1Dept. of Earth Sciences, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan,2Institute of Space Science, National Central University,
Taiwan,3National Space Organization, Taiwan
1Dept. of Earth Sciences, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan,2Institute of Space Science, National Central University,
Taiwan,3National Space Organization, Taiwan

The FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC (F3/C) mission has been operating for more than seven years. The F3/C low earth orbit (LEO)
satellites receive the signals from the global positioning system (GPS) for sounding of the atmosphere and the ionosphere of the
earth, including the plasmasphere. The plasmasphere above ionosphere acts like a reservoir; it takes plasma from the ionosphere
by day, stores it in a loss-free environment, and returns it to the ionosphere at night. For the non-radio occultation observation of
the F3/C, we study the morphology of the plasmaspheric electron content (PEC) derived from F3/C raw observation data, which
includes the diurnal variations of the time-series PEC, two-dimensional distribution and the interaction with the ionosphere.

キーワード: plasmasphere, FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC, GPS
Keywords: plasmasphere, FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC, GPS
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PEM04-17 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 17:15-17:30

Polarization and occurrence statistics of VLF/ELF chorus waves at sub-auroral latitudes
at Athabasca, Canada.
Polarization and occurrence statistics of VLF/ELF chorus waves at sub-auroral latitudes
at Athabasca, Canada.

MARTINEZ CALDERON, Claudia1∗ ; SHIOKAWA, Kazuo1 ; MIYOSHI, Yoshizumi1 ; OZAKI, Mitsunori2 ; SCHOFIELD,
Ian3 ; CONNORS, Martin3

MARTINEZ CALDERON, Claudia1∗ ; SHIOKAWA, Kazuo1 ; MIYOSHI, Yoshizumi1 ; OZAKI, Mitsunori2 ; SCHOFIELD,
Ian3 ; CONNORS, Martin3

1Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan,2Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan,3Athabasca
University, Athabasca, Canada
1Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan,2Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan,3Athabasca
University, Athabasca, Canada

Chorus waves are whistler-mode emissions in the very low frequency (VLF) range that are one of the most intense and
common natural emissions. They are generated in the inner magnetosphere at the geomagnetic equator and follow the geomag-
netic field lines into the ionosphere and the ground. They are believed to beone of the major contributions to the acceleration
and scattering of radiation belt particles(e.g., Inan et al., 1982; Omura et al., 2007). Consequently we are interested in the
spatial and temporalmotion of the acceleration region of radiation belt electrons, which might be directly linked to the motion
of the Ionospheric footprints of VLF/ELF waves.

For a period of 9 days, from February 17 to 25, 2012, the VLF-CHAIN campaign observed VLF/ELF emissions at sub-auroral
latitudes using two loop antennas at Athabasca (MLAT=61.31, L=4.3) and Fort Vermillion (MLAT=64.51, L=5.4), Canada.

Several interesting features of chorus emissions have been observed such as quasi-periodic emissions, falling-tone and rising-
tone chorus, as well asBursty-Patchemissions. We have applied polarization and spectral analysis to makethe first compre-
hensive study of the physical properties of VLF/ELF chorus waves at sub-auroral latitudes. Combining these analyses with
a triangulation method we have also identified the location and motion of the Ionospheric exit points of these various types of
chorus waves.

Furthermore, after September 24, 2012, continuous measurements of VLF/ELF waves with a sampling rate of 100 kHz have
been made at Athabasca. Based on this data we show in this presentation the preliminary results of a one-year statistical analysis
of frequency and occurrence rate of VLF/ELF chorus waves at sub-auroral latitudes.

キーワード: VLF, Chorus Waves, Polarization analysis, Ionospheric exit point, Sub-auroral latitudes
Keywords: VLF, Chorus Waves, Polarization analysis, Ionospheric exit point, Sub-auroral latitudes
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PEM04-18 会場:311 時間:4月 28日 17:30-17:45

Nonlinear analysis of magnetospheric wave-particle interactions
Nonlinear analysis of magnetospheric wave-particle interactions

SUMMERS, Danny1∗ ; TANG, Rongxin2 ; OMURA, Yoshiharu3

SUMMERS, Danny1∗ ; TANG, Rongxin2 ; OMURA, Yoshiharu3

1Memorial University of Newfoundland,St John’s,Canada,2Nanchang University,China,3Kyoto University,Japan
1Memorial University of Newfoundland,St John’s,Canada,2Nanchang University,China,3Kyoto University,Japan

The dynamics of the Earth’s radiation belts are largely controlled by wave-particle interactions. Gyro-resonant whistler-mode
chorus - electron interactions can generate relativistic (MeV) electrons in the outer zone during magnetic storms. Whistler-mode
waves can pitch-angle scatter electrons and induce precipitation loss from the inner magnetosphere. Here we analyze the growth
of magnetospheric whistler mode waves with particular emphasis on the nonlinear growth phase. We show that nonlinear wave
growth can only take place over a restricted parameter space. We examine the conditions under which chorus wave growth can
take place,and discuss how the results can be compared with computer simulations and experimental observations.

キーワード: wave-particle interactions, whistler-mode waves, radiation belts, nonlinear cyclotron resonance, chorus wave growth
Keywords: wave-particle interactions, whistler-mode waves, radiation belts, nonlinear cyclotron resonance, chorus wave growth
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PEM04-P01 会場:3階ポスター会場 時間:4月 28日 18:15-19:30

EUV撮像データを用いた地球プラズマ圏密度分布の抽出
Retrieval of plasmaspheric He+ density field-aligned distributions from EUV imaging
data

桂華邦裕 1∗ ; Brandt Pontus C.2 ; Toigo Anthony2 ; Robert DeMajistre2

KEIKA, Kunihiro1∗ ; BRANDT, Pontus C.2 ; TOIGO, Anthony2 ; ROBERT, Demajistre2

1 名古屋大学太陽地球環境研究所, 2 ジョンズホプキンス大学応用物理学研究所
1Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University,2The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

１価のヘリウムイオン（He+）は極端紫外線（EUV）を散乱させるため、地球プラズマ圏を構成する He+によって散
乱された太陽 EUVを遠隔観測することで、地球プラズマ圏を撮像することができる。本研究では、Forward modeling手
法を用いて、EUV撮像データから地球プラズマ圏 He+密度の空間分布を抽出する。特に、磁力線方向の密度分布が精度
良く抽出できるかどうかを調査する。Forward modeling手法には、L値と磁気緯度の関数となるようにパラメータ化され
たモデルを用いる。モデル精度を評価するために、(1)パラメータ化された密度分布の１例と、(2)電離圏プラズマ圏物
理モデルの結果、を模擬観測データとしてモデルに適用する。

キーワード: プラズマ圏,ヘリウムイオン密度,内部磁気圏,プラズマ最充填, Foward modeling
Keywords: Plasmasphere, Helium ion density, Inner magnetosphere, Plasma refilling, Forward modeling
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PEM04-P02 会場:3階ポスター会場 時間:4月 28日 18:15-19:30

あけぼの衛星のPWS観測データによるプラズマ圏構造の太陽活動による変動
Solar-cycle variation of the plasmasphere observed from the Akebono PWS data

長谷川周平 1∗ ;三好由純 1 ;北村成寿 1 ;桂華邦裕 1 ;小路真史 1 ;熊本篤志 2 ;町田忍 1

HASEGAWA, Shuhei1∗ ; MIYOSHI, Yoshizumi1 ; KITAMURA, Naritoshi1 ; KEIKA, Kunihiro1 ; SHOJI, Masafumi1 ; KU-
MAMOTO, Atsushi2 ; MACHIDA, Shinobu1

1 名古屋大学太陽地球環境研究所, 2 東北大学大学院理学研究科地球物理学専攻
1Solar-Terrestrial Environmment Laboratory, Nagoya University,2Department of Geophysics, Graduate School of Science, To-
hoku University

プラズマ圏は電離圏起源の冷たいプラズマが宇宙空間に湧き上がって形成される領域であり、地磁気活動に応じてその
構造が変化することが知られている。プラズマ圏の密度分布は多くの衛星で観測されているものの、1太陽活動周期以上
にわたる連続観測は例がなく、太陽活動に応じてどのような変化をしているかはよくわかっていない。本研究では、20
年間のあけぼの衛星の PWS観測によるプラズマ圏電子密度データから、プラズマ圏電子密度構造の太陽活動依存性を調
べた。また、磁力線に沿った密度構造が Ne = Ne0(LRE /R)α に従うと仮定し、高度 4000 km以上、磁気静穏時のデータ
に対して、αと赤道上の密度Ne0の太陽活動による変動を求めた。その結果、内部プラズマ圏（L = 2.1‒ 2.3）では、太
陽周期において密度構造はほぼ一定で Ne0 ≈ 2000 cm−3、α = 0 ‒ 1となり、一方、外部プラズマ圏（L = 4.2‒ 4.7）で
は、密度構造が太陽活動によって大きく変化し、太陽活動極小期では Ne0 ∼200 cm−3、α=0 ‒ 1となり、太陽活動極大
期では Ne0 ∼30 cm−3、α= 2 ‒ 3となった。
プラズマ圏の電子密度の磁力線に沿った分布については、拡散平衡モデル、無衝突モデルが知られている。あけぼの

衛星から導出された沿磁力線方向の密度分布とモデルとを比較したところ、内部プラズマ圏の密度構造は、拡散平衡モ
デルで説明される分布に近いことが示された。一方、外部プラズマ圏については、太陽活動極小期には拡散平衡モデル
で説明される分布に近く、一方太陽活動極大期には無衝突モデルで説明される分布に近いことがわかった。

キーワード: プラズマ圏,電子密度,あけぼの衛星,太陽周期
Keywords: plasmasphere, electron density, akebono satellite, solar-cycle
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PEM04-P03 会場:3階ポスター会場 時間:4月 28日 18:15-19:30

あけぼの衛星を用いた内部磁気圏EMIC波動の統計解析
Statistical analysis of EMIC waves in the inner magnetosphere from the Akebono obser-
vations

加藤佑一 1∗ ;三好由純 1 ;坂口歌織 2 ;笠原禎也 3 ;桂華邦裕 1 ;北村成寿 1 ;小路真史 1 ;長谷川周平 1 ;熊本篤志 4 ;
塩川和夫 1

KATO, Yuichi1∗ ; MIYOSHI, Yoshizumi1 ; SAKAGUCHI, Kaori2 ; KASAHARA, Yoshiya3 ; KEIKA, Kunihiro1 ; KITA-
MURA, Naritoshi1 ; SHOJI, Masafumi1 ; HASEGAWA, Shuhei1 ; KUMAMOTO, Atsushi4 ; SHIOKAWA, Kazuo1

1太陽地球環境研究所, 2情報通信研究機構, 3金沢大学総合メディア基盤センター, 4東北大学大学院理学研究科地球物理
学専攻
1Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University, Japan,2National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology,3Information Media Center, Kanazawa University,4Department of Geophysics, Graduate School of Science, To-
hoku University

内部磁気圏で観測される電磁イオンサイクロトロン (EMIC)波動は、リングカレントイオンおよび放射線帯の相対論的
電子のピッチ角散乱を引き起こす。CRRESや THEMIS、AMPTE衛星等によって、EMIC波動の空間分布は研究されて
きたが、緯度方向の分布についての研究はほとんどされていない。本研究はこれまで、1989年から内部磁気圏を観測し
ている Akebono衛星の大量のデータにたいして、EMIC波動を自動的に抽出するアルゴリズムを開発し、EMIC波動分
布を調査することで、プラズマ圏内部でも EMIC波動が定常的に発生することを明らかにした。現在、この EMICイベ
ントのデータベースを基に、EMIC波動発生時に同時観測した密度データを用いて、プラズマ周波数と電子サイクロトロ
ン周波数の割合 fp/fcと、イオンの共鳴エネルギーについての解析を行っている。本発表では、2太陽活動周期における
EMIC波動の空間分布の変化、および観測された EMIC波動と共鳴するイオンエネルギー等の考察を行った結果につい
て報告する。

キーワード: 電磁イオンサイクロトロン, EMIC波動,統計解析,内部磁気圏
Keywords: Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron, EMIC wave, Statistical analysis, inner magnetosphere
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PEM04-P04 会場:3階ポスター会場 時間:4月 28日 18:15-19:30

地上磁場観測から得られたPc1地磁気脈動の分散関係
Dispersion relation of Pc1 geomagnetic pulsations using ground-magnetometer observa-
tions

野村麗子 1∗ ; Plaschke Ferdinand2 ;成田康人 2 ; Glassmeier Karl-Heinz1 ;藤田茂 3 ; Mann Ian4
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1IGEP, TU Braunschweig,2Space Research Institute Austrian Academy of Sciences,3気象庁気象大学校, 4University of Alberta
1IGEP, TU Braunschweig,2Space Research Institute Austrian Academy of Sciences,3Meteorological College, Japan Meteoro-
logical Agency,4University of Alberta

サブオーロラ帯の地上磁場で観測される Pc1地磁気脈動 (Pc1)は，プラズマ圏境界面付近で励起したイオンサイクロト
ロン波動が電離圏まで伝搬するためだと考えられている．電離圏に到達した波動は，電子密度勾配によって生じる電離
圏ダクト中にペダーセン・ホール電流を流し，アルベン波動と磁気音波を生成する．その波動による磁場変動が地上磁
場によって Pc1として観測される．
電離圏ダクト中における Pc1波動の伝搬については，波動の減衰の周波数依存性，極性の水平空間分布や分散関係等

がこれまでモデル計算によって示されてきた．そのうち特に，波動の伝搬に寄る減衰や波動の極性については，これま
で地上観測を用いて観測的に明らかにされてきた．しかしながら，Pc1波動の分散関係は観測実証が行われたことがな
かった．本発表では，2011年 5月 27日にカナダの CARISMA磁力計チェーンで観測された Pc1波動について，Wave
telescope解析法の適用から得られた Pc1波動の分散関係を示す．

キーワード: Pc1, EMIC waves, dispersion relation, ionospheric duct
Keywords: Pc1, EMIC waves, dispersion relation, ionospheric duct
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